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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research of the linguistics groups aims to develop a general theory of language
which encompasses all that can be known about language. This theory attempts to reveal
the lawful inter-relations existing among the structural properties of different languages
and among the different levels of a given language. As regards subject matter, there-
fore, all aspects of language are of interest to our group. Work now in progress deals
with the phonology, morphology, and syntax of a score of different languages and the
abstract features of these linguistic levels, with language learning, language disturb-
ances and speech perception, with linguistic change (syntactic as well as phonological),
with semantics, the philosophy of language and the history of ideas concerning the nature
of language, with the poetic use of language and the structure of literary works, with the
mathematical and logical foundations of linguistic theory, as well as with the abstract
study of symbolic systems similar to natural languages.
Since many of the problems of language lie in the area in which several disciplines
overlap, an adequate and exhaustive treatment of language demands close cooperation
of linguistics with other sciences. The inquiry into the structural principles of human
language suggests a comparison of these principles with those of other sign systems,
which, in turn, leads naturally to the elaboration of a general theory of signs, semiotics.
Here linguistics touches upon problems that have been studied by philosophy. Other
problems of interest to logicians - and also to mathematicians - are touched upon in the
studies devoted to the formal features of a general theory of language. The study of
language in its poetic function brings linguistics into contact with the theory and history
of literature. The social function of language cannot be properly illuminated without
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the help of anthropologists and sociologists. The problems that are common to lin-
guistics and the theory of communication, the psychology of language, the acoustics and
physiology of speech, and the study of language disturbances are too well known to need
further comment here. The exploration of these interdisciplinary problems, a major
objective of this group, will be of benefit not only to linguistics; it is certain to pro-
vide workers in the other fields with stimulating insight and new methods of attack, as
well as to suggest to them new problems for investigation and fruitful reformulations of
questions that have been asked for a long time.
M. Halle
A. ON THE STOIC THEORY OF TENSES
It is well known that the Stoics took great interest in linguistic and especially
semantic questions, as fitting into the scheme of their logic. They may be considered,
in many ways, to be the precursors of the modern science of language. Thus, we find
clearly formulated in Stoic thought Saussure's distinction between signifiant and signifi6,
the latter, as a signified thing, being differentiated from the thing in itself. in contra-
distinction to the signifiant (T of q-atlVOY = 'j )wv/) and the thing in itself ( .r
TU y X/ 2/ Z= Tro K TO UTOKE E 2/ VO), which are corporeal and material by nature,
the signifi6 (TO cZTr.LOat2LLE o/0/ ) is incorporeal, nonmaterial (ao-wp.Laro2v). The
signifid is also designated by the term XEK T O (Lat. dicibile). Now, XEK TO is
'that in or by which the XE)ELI/ is realized'. 2 The Stoics define the XE /ELv"to say
3
or tell" as 'the emission of a sound-continuum indicating the thing conceived'. This
definition corresponds to the modern conception of the semiological function. One might
thus be justified in attributing to the XE K TrO two values: on the one hand, that of the
signifi6; on the other, that corresponding to the notion of the 'sign ' 4 used by Saussure.
Rather than draw a parallel, as Steinthal does, between the X E K< T\y/ of the Stoics and the
'innere Sprachform' of Humboldt, 5 one is inclined to see in the XE K To / a notion very
similar to the Saussurian 'form'.
It is also well known that the Stoics contributed to the elucidation of inflexional cate-
gories. Particularly in regard to the verb, they have provided us with a theory and a
classification of forms of tenses in Greek.6 The principles of opposition on which their
classification is based bear a striking resemblance to the notions of correlation, cor-
relative pair, and correlation mark, used by R. Jakobson and N. Troubetzkoy. The
present (EZ/EOTWS 77rapara-tXOS) and imperfect (TCapYX?7rLE20oc 7WapaacKTo S
are opposed, respectively, as imperfective tenses ( C TE XEI ),to the perfect ( E /E OT- .S
CTU/VTEXLKOS ) and pluperfect (T-apWyfX7/iLEZ/0o cruiTEXt KS S), as perfective
(rTEXEoL). These four tenses, as a whole, are opposed, as definite tenses
(wPLt-LE Z/OL), to the two indefinite tenses ( COpt LTOL), aorist and future. The aorist
in particular is opposed, as indefinite perfective (CUU/TEXLKOS aOPfo-TOS ), to the
two definite perfectives, perfect and pluperfect. The present and imperfect alike bear
the correlation mark (TUyYEV/EL2a) of duration (7rapaTrao-TS); the perfect and
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pluperfect that of completion (-Uv/TEXELa ); and the aorist and future that of indeter-
minateness (aOpLO cT a).
The Stoic system of tenses applied to the Greek verb is very close to that put for-
ward by J. Kurylowicz7:
imperfective perfective
present
past past
future future
The main feature of this system, according to Professor Kurylowicz,8 is the fact that,
in the perfective aspect, there is no present tense. Thus, the tense that is left out is
the present because it expresses, not perfectivity, but the anteriority,9 conceived by
Professor Kurylowicz to be the reference of the result of an action to a certain time.
In the Stoic system, the perfect and the aoristl 0 together share the function of per-
fectivity, but the former is distinguished from the latter by its definite character, since
it expresses the "just now" (TO ap-T ) in opposition to the pluperfect, which expresses
the "long ago" (TO 7TC XCL). By the adjunction of apTL, the aorist E Vro' O(Ta becomes
the equivalent of the perfect 7TE 7TOG t7K. The Stoic system, in which definite forms of
the completed are indeed incorporated, may be represented as follows:
imperfective definite perfective indefinite perfective
present perfect
imperfect pluperfect aorist
future
The Stoic system is also valid for the distribution of tenses in the Modern Greek
verb:
imperfective definite perfective indefinite perfective
present perfect
imperfect pluperfect aorist
future future
The distinction introduced by E. Benveniste, in his article on the relations of tenses
in the French verb, between two levels of enunciation, that of historical narrative and
that of discourse, is a line that cuts across the Stoic distribution of tenses in Modern
Greek, placing the aorist, imperfect, and pluperfect on the side of historical enunciation,
and all tenses, including the aorist, on that of discourse, to which the present, future,
11
and perfect properly belong.
P. Colaclides
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